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EY EMEIA is complex, dynamic and diverse!

12
Regions

99
countries

¡Hola

ciao

مرحبا h
alloздравствуйте

नमस्कार
Hello

140
languages

4,460
Partners

16%
female

105,000
people

45%
female

16
Time zones
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These 105,000 people are central to achieving our Vision 
2020 ambition 

The Business Impact Research reconfirmed our findings from 2011 and 2013 engaging our people 
leads to better business results.

Consistent with the findings from prior years, groups with 
Best in Class engagement* on the 2015 Global People 
Survey (GPS) outperformed groups that were least 
engaged**.

+10 +6

+7

points better 
revenue 

growth***

points higher 
retention 

points greater 
gross margin

*Top quartile of their Region external norm

** Ten points or more below their Region external average norm
*** Based on 2013 Global People Survey results

Pride
Commitment

Engagement
Satisfaction
Advocacy

Highest performing teams are 

-Diverse groups of committed and passionate people, 
brought together in a shared vision and deeply invested 
in each other’s success. 

-As individuals, they bring their own unique 
experiences, skills, backgrounds and perspectives.
-As a group, together they form the right mix of talent 
to excel in volatile markets, solve the most complex 
problems and deliver quality results that surpass 
expectations.
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Stage 1

The gig economy

Stage 2

The machine economy

Sharing economy platforms

• Nonemployee freelance 
workers

• Temporary assignments

Artificial intelligence + robots

• Massive labor disruption

• White collar/creative work not 
immune
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and in addition, we need to be future proofing for the 4th Industrial 
Revolution 



We are in the 4th Industrial Revolution

because our working world is changing rapidly……

… app developers?

… bloggers?

… brand ambassadors?

… cloud architects?

… eCommerce managers?

… internet marketers?

… search engine optimizers?

… social media strategists?

… user experience designers?

… virtual reality engineers?

… web designers?

The World Economic Forum 

predicts a net loss of

5.1 million jobs
by 2020

But 40 years ago, who foresaw …
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with professional jobs evolving on multiple levels
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making D&I a critical enabler for our success
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To achieve a level playing field we need inclusive leaders

Inclusive leaders are curious. They ……

► Seek, value and leverage different 
perspectives

► Invite dissent and navigate the inherent 
friction

► Make ‘difference’ safe, while actively 
checking their own assumptions

► Recognize and transform in-group/out-
group dynamics

► Courageously work outside their 
comfort zone doing what is often hard 
and at times less efficient (in the short 
term) than homogeneous teams

► and do it all with a global mindset....

Think 
differently
Collaboration  in 

the face of 
uncertainty

Learn 
differently
Seek out different 

experiences

Act
differently
Sponsor people 

who are different 
from you

IL
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One key focus area for us is New Ways of Working
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there are many reasons why this is a priority – one is the link with 
engagement of our people

“I have the flexibility I need to achieve my personal and 

professional goals.”

“My manager(s) enables flexibility in when and where people 

work.”

69%

85%

48%

28%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

EMEIA

Favorable

Neutral

Unfavorable

Engagement Index

55% 60% 65% 70% 75%

EMEIA

Yes

No

… are 57 percentage points more engaged compared to those 

answering unfavorable (disagree / strongly disagree)  and 16 

percentage points more engaged compared to our EMEIA overall 

population.

+57%-points

+11%-pointsPeople across EMEIA who answered “yes” to 

the following demographic question:

“Do you exercise flexible working arrangements (in addition to 

any 

formal arrangement) such as regularly working from home or 

flexibility in your start and finish time?”

People in EMEIA who answer favorable

(agree/fully agree) to the following survey 

questions:
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another is linked to the retention of our talent – both 
men and women

EMEIA Exit Survey…
tells us why people leave and their perceptions on how we are fulfilling our EVP

What‘s pushing our people out of the door (top 1 push factors)?*

*July 2015 – June 2016, Client Serving only

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45%

 Relationship with colleagues

 Role clarity

 Insufficient flexibility in work arrangements

 Culture

 Relationship with managers

 Working/ office environment

 Performance Assessment Process

 Lack of Development opportunities

 Lack of career growth

 Job content

 Compensation and rewards

 Personal reasons

 Work life balance

Staff/ Assistant & Senior Manager & Senior Manager
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and to meet these challenges, at EY, flexible working doesn’t 
mean formal part time working

1

Empowering our 
people to have 
greater choice in 
how, when and 
where they work 

Supporting 
both Informal 
and Formal 
flexible 
working

Giving our people the 
opportunity (wherever 
feasible) to work the hours 
and location that helps them 
maximise their and the firm’s 
performance whilst 
considering their teams and 
ensuring the client remains at 
the top of the value chain

Creating a 
sustainable, high 
performing culture. 
Essential for the 
attraction and 
retention of high 
quality staff and 
profitable growth

Future proofing our 
firm supported by a 
compelling business 
case with new 
investment in our 
infrastructure (as 
appropriate) to 
enable our people 
to work flexibly

✔ 1✔ 1✔ 1✔ 1✔
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Its about adopting behaviours that help us work most effectively 
both as teams and as individuals 

1

Communicate
effectively

2 5 6

2

Focus on
outputs

3

Set
boundaries

Embrace 
diversity

Work
intelligently

Trust your
team
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Focus on outputs
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Measure and recognise your own and other 
people’s performance on agreed outputs, not 
time in the office or where work gets done.

Help eliminate time wasters.

Act quickly on poor performance or abuse of 
trust.

Be open and honest – communicate how, 
when and where you prefer to work but be 
realistic.

Reward efficient working by and if people 
have time to take on extra responsibilities, 
ensure they are appropriately recognised for 
doing so.

Ensure protocols about meeting objectives 
and length.

Poor performance of an individual affects the 
whole team.

Tell your team that you don’t check your 
Blackberry after 8pm and/or you don’t reply 
to emails over the weekend.  However, if this 
is your preference, that’s okay too.



Set boundaries
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Know your limits – it’s okay to switch off.

Holidays are designed to be that – a break from 
work, not just a different place of work.

Take ownership of your hours on and off 
– the technology is there to enable and 
not enslave you!



Schedule regular updates 
(virtual and f-2-f) with your 
clients/teams/counselees to provide 
general updates on your progress, any 
issues and seek support/guidance.  Keep 
your diary open and up to date and be 
honest about your whereabouts. Ensure 
your team knows how to contact you.

Communicate effectively
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Stay in touch to ensure you continue to 
build your networks/relationships, share 
knowledge and build trust.

Develop team communication channels to 
ensure team and client commitments are 
being met.



Embrace diversity
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Don’t insist people work at specific 
times unless the job demands it – be 
flexible.

Give people equal opportunity to 
develop/progress where the work 
permits.

Take other people’s views into account when 
considering flexible working within your team 
– remember that not everyone is the same.

When looking for project team members and 
special projects, challenge yourself to include 
people who work on formal working 
arrangements or are not always in the office –
‘out of sight should not be out of mind’.



Work Intelligently
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Take advantage of the resources available 
within the firm to enable you to make the 
right choice over how, when and where 
you work.

Don’t unnecessarily travel to meetings.

Choose your location depending on your task 
(e.g., client location, home, other EY office, etc.).  
Make use of remote technology (e.g., Sametime, 
teleconferencing facilities).

Choose virtual over face-face meetings 
wherever feasible – help reduce our carbon 
footprint!



Trust your team
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To enable a more flexible environment these six behaviours will ensure that working flexibly is a success.  We recommend that
everyone follows these behaviours and guiding practices:

1 2 3

Six key behaviours Guiding Practices Examples

1. Focus on outputs

2. Set boundaries

3. Communicate effectively

4. Embrace diversity

5. Work intelligently

6. Trust your team

Be open to change and new ways of 
working – lead by example.

Let go and delegate – manage by SMART 
objectives and schedule quality time to 
give and receive feedback.

Trial new ways of working before dismissing 
them as an option.  Work with your team to 
find solutions if things don’t work at first.

Be clear about the outcomes you require, by 
when and to what standard.  Review the 
outcomes and give feedback when agreed.

Once you have delegated a task, don’t then 
micro-manage it!  If other people can cover 
you,, then give them the chance to do so.



I have two top tips for you today ……………………
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The Ultradian Performance Rhythm*

Activity
level

Arousal

Top performance Top performance

Stress

Rest

90 to 120 
minutes

20 minutes

* Adapted from “The 20 Minute Break: using the new science of ultradan rhythms” by Ernst L. Rossi, Ph.D. [Tarcher]



When women do receive specific 
development feedback

In performance evaluation we hear that ‘vague’* feedback is 
holding women back 

Women are less likely to 
receive specific feedback 
tied to business outcomes, 
both when they receive 
praise and when the 
feedback is developmental.

Men are offered a clearer picture of 
what they are doing well technically 
and more-specific guidance of what is 
needed to get to the next level. Vague feedback is correlated (‘you 

had a great year’) with lower 
performance review ratings for 
women — but not for men.

► It tends to be overly focused on their 
communication style — “her speaking style and 
approach can be off-putting to some people at 
times” was frequently offered in women’s reviews

► 76% of references to being “too aggressive” 
happened in women’s reviews, versus 24% 
in men’s

W
h

y 
is

 t
h

is

► Stereotypes about women’s capabilities 
mean that reviewers are less likely to connect 
women’s contributions to business outcomes 
or to acknowledge their technical expertise

► Stereotypes about women’s care-giving 
abilities may cause reviewers to more 
frequently attribute women’s 
accomplishments to teamwork rather than 
team leadership

*HBR - Shelley Correll and Caroline Simard April 29, 2016

https://hbr.org/search?term=shelley+correll
https://hbr.org/search?term=caroline+simard


Thank You


